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Random House USA Inc, India, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 173 x 104 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A DEADLY HIGH Magic-wielding Churchwitch and secret addict Chess
Putnam knows better than anyone just how high a price people are willing to pay for a chemical
rush. But when someone with money to burn and a penchant for black magic starts tampering
with Downside s drug supply, Chess realizes that the unlucky customers are paying with their souls--
and taking the innocent with them, as the magic-infused speed compels them to kill in the most
gruesome ways possible. As if the streets weren t scary enough, the looming war between the two
men in her life explodes, taking even more casualties and putting Chess squarely in the middle.
Downside could become a literal ghost town if Chess doesn t find a way to stop both the war and
the dark wave of death-magic, and the only way to do that is to use both her addiction and her
power to enter the spell and chase the magic all the way back to its malevolent source. Too bad
that doing so will probably kill Chess--if the war doesn t first destroy...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking at this pdf. it was writtern extremely properly and valuable. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically the greatest book i
have read through during my very own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Ja cey K r a jcik DV M-- Ja cey K r a jcik DV M

This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel
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